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Jury Report 
 
 
 
Process 
The competition organizers received the reworked entries from the three finalists of the 
competition’s first-round. The same jury assessed the reworked submissions in accordance with 
the original evaluation criteria and also with the jury’s comments on the first-round submissions, 
which were sent to each of the finalists. The jury was joined by two engineering consultants to aid 
them in evaluating the technical aspects of the design: eng. Louis Qaqish, Technical Support 
Team Leader from the IDARA project, shared his opinions regarding water efficiency; and eng. 
Muthaffar Emeish, Senior Mechanical Engineer at Universal Consultancy Services (UCS), shared 
his opinions regarding energy efficiency and mechanical systems. The jury’s decision was also 
backed by a cost estimate breakdown of the first submissions of the three finalists. The estimates 
were provided by the consulting firm the Arab Quantity Surveyors. 
 
The jury session took place on August 2, 2010.  The jury emphasized the main purposes of this 
second-round competition: to identify and develop highly-effective design solutions as well as 
energy and water-efficient architectural and planning solutions that can be useful to HUDC in 
further developing its housing program. 
 
The evaluation process started with analyzing each reworked entry individually, comparing it 
with the previous submission, the jury’s previous comments, the comments of the technical 
consultants, and the newly-submitted reports. Following that, the entries were compared based on 
the competitions’ criteria: water and energy efficiency, planning and quality of communal spaces, 
function and unit design, building design, architectural character, and cost. The jury was 
consequently able to identify the first, second, and third-place entries. 
 
 
Comments on the individual entries: 
Entry by Jansana . Alshibly Architects: Antonio Jansana and Ali Alshibly 
The project is commended for its aesthetic simplicity and well-devised apartment layouts, the 
design’s replicability, and relative cost affordability.  
 
The following comments also were made: 

1. Comments on the design:  
• The site plan is repetitive and does not give special attention to orientation or 

to providing a variety of outdoor spaces. The repetitive distribution of 
buildings has resulted in a fragmentation of negative spaces between 
buildings.  

• The design is too dependent on shutters for external façade shading, and has 
too much glazing. No effort has been made to improve the unit layout to 
decrease the amount of shading and glazing needed. 

2. Comments on water and energy efficiency:  
• The design is dependent on locally-inapplicable central district management 

for water and energy systems.  At the same time, it lacks details for 
management schemes.  A central plant for the project would result in 
increased construction costs, and will require a separate management 



structure.  The project occupants will need to cover these additional costs, 
but they may not have the ability or inclination to do so. To cite an example, 
a central graywater system will require a dual manhole network, which 
requires increased direct management and maintenance costs. 

• The suggested central domestic hot water generation system is impractical 
and will result in huge energy losses. 

• The design neglects rainwater harvesting for water collection.  
• The entry lacks details regarding the water distribution systems mentioned in 

the report, such as the dual system for graywater and the irrigation system. 
• The suggested building insulation is not enough.  Jordanian building codes 

now require for a total U-value of 0.6 which is not provided in the design.  
More insulation could be achieved at low cost.  

The Jury believes that one of the strengths of the first entry was the simplicity of its design.  
The 2nd submission, however, has overly-complicated systems.  Moreover, simple alterations 
in passive energy and water-efficient design techniques could have strongly improved the 
project. 

 
 
Entry by Space Design - Architects and Designers 
This entry is commended for its applicable innovative water and energy efficient systems. 
 
The following comments also were made: 

1. Comments on the design: 
• The entry fails to provide connected outdoor spaces and offers little variety 

in terms of open spaces. Changing the orientation of buildings would have 
maximized energy efficiency and provided a considerable variety of open 
spaces. 

• Both the building blocks and the apartments are poorly-designed from a 
functional point of view. 

• There is no improvement to the original design’s harsh monolithic elevations 
and skyline. 

2. Comments on water and energy efficiency: 
• The design offers a comprehensive and efficient use of water from both the 

supply and demand perspectives.  
• The use of a closed-loop solar water-heating system is efficient and provides 

a good response for billing management challenges, because the closed-loop 
system will not consume water, and the electrical consumption can be 
directly billed to the utilities meter of every apartment building. Moreover, 
The LPG (Liquified Petrolium Gas) boiler system is more efficient than 
Diesel boilers. Both these systems provide considerable improvement over 
conventional mechanical systems. 

• The surface wetland collecting storm water drainage from upper streets and 
sidewalks, in addition to the use of mulches and touf stone for landscaping 
provide for positive results and are beneficial in terms of water-use 
efficiency.  
(A constructed wetland is an artificial marsh or swamp, created for human 
use, such as wastewater or sewage treatment, as habitat to attract wildlife, or 
for land reclamation after mining or other disturbance. It approximates the 
look and function of a natural wetland, effectively removing sediments and 
other pollutants, while enhancing the visual appeal of the landscape) 



• The provided percentage of outdoor water use in relation to overall water use 
(30%) is unrealistic. Although accurate estimates for outdoor use of water in 
Jordan is lacking, the percentage is much less than 30%. 

• The suggested graywater treatment system is not suitable for toilet flushing. 
It does not meet basic sanitation and health requirements.  

 
 
Entry by Mahmoud Saymeh and Lama Abuhassan 
This entry is commended for its well-thought-out site plan and connectivity, as well as the variety 
of outdoor spaces, building layout, the use of a local architectural character and local materials, 
and the implementation of passive cooling and ventilation techniques.  
 
The following comments also were made:  

1. Comments on the design: 
• Some aspects of the apartment layout are not well designed, such as the lack 

of ventilation for the living rooms and the use of a main northern elevation 
for some of the apartments.  Still, the apartment layout is much improved in 
comparison to the first submission.  

• The external treatment of the facades does not match the sophistication of the 
internal facades around the courtyard. 

• The building cost is high. 
2. Comments on water and energy efficiency: 

• The mechanical systems used for heating are conventional. No details are 
provided regarding the location and type of boilers. 

• Providing thermostatic heads over individual radiators is feasible in the long 
term, in spite of their high initial cost. 

• The design does not incorporate water-saving devices. 
• The suggested graywater distribution system is too complicated.  It is not 

necessary for each unit to have its own storage tank.  A central storage tank 
with a metering system that monitors individual use would be sufficient. 

• No detailing is provided for the landscape irrigation methods to be used. 
  
Jury Decision: 
The jury had hoped that the projects would have been further developed in comparison with the 
previous submissions. 
 
After assessing the three 2nd round submissions, it decided to rank them in the following manner: 
First Place (Prize winner): Entry by Mahmoud Saymeh and Lama Abuhassan for its totality 

of design and for comprehensively addressing the competition’s 
criteria. 

Second Place: Entry by Jansana . Alshibly Architects for the simplicity of the 
design and its replicability. 

Third Place: Entry by Space Design for the intuitive water and energy 
efficient systems 

 
Accordingly Mahmoud Saymeh and Lama Abuhassan will be awarded a further lump-sum of JD 
3,000.  
 


